In the beginning...

computer input was tedious and time consuming, enough so that the arrival of the keyboard was hailed as a triumph and all seemed right in the computer world. Then the creative minds at Apple showed there was a better way and introduced the mouse, a revolutionary idea in input control.

But all was still not perfect, for the mouse needed a cord to communicate with the computer. This cord became a real nuisance and would often get tangled and twisted, catching papers, coffee cups, mousepads, and attracting the attention of any nearby cats.

And now...

there is a new dawn, as Practical Solutions introduces The Cordless Mouse. This amazing creature needs no tail as it communicates at the speed of light on an invisible infrared beam. Suddenly, working with the mouse is easier, smoother, faster than ever before. Its sleek, lightweight design is perfectly contoured to fit your hand and four special Teflon® pads make it feel like gliding on glass. Built-in intelligent circuitry provides automatic shutoff and allows one model to work with all Macintosh computers.

The Cordless Mouse is the ultimate high-resolution mouse for your Macintosh with a low price that will surprise you. See your dealer today or give us a call for more details.
System Requirements
- Any Apple Macintosh computer system, both ADB and non-ADB. (Adaptor cable included.)

Technical Specifications
MICROPROCESSOR
- CMOS, 8-bit, 12 Megahertz, RISC.

TRANSMISSION
- Modulated infrared beam.

OPERATING RANGE
- 1 inch to 5 feet from receiver and 45 degrees right, left, up, or down.

RESOLUTION
- 200 counts per inch minimum and a tracking speed up to 600 mm per second with built in acceleration.

Dimensions/Weight
MOUSE
4.4 x 2.5 x 1.0 in. (111 x 63 x 26 mm)
3.85 ounces (110 gm)

RECEIVER
2.15 x 2.5 x 1.0 in. (55 x 63 x 26 mm)
3.85 ounces (110 gm)
Cable length: 59 inches (1.50 m)

Power Requirements
- Two 1.5V AAA batteries. (Not included, alkaline or rechargeable recommended.)
- Average alkaline battery life 4-6 weeks. May vary according to use.

Warranty
- 1 year limited warranty.

FEATURES
- High-tech cordless design eliminates cable bondage.
- Sleek lines, low profile, and an ergonomic design to fit your hand perfectly.
- Exceptionally smooth movement.
- Unrivaled speed and accuracy is excellent for use with big screens.
- Intelligent circuitry extends battery life through two sophisticated sleep modes.
- Compact receiver can easily mount out of the way under a low shelf or on the side of your computer.
- Proven reliable opto-mechanical design requires no special grid plate, software or additional hardware.
- Easy installation, no special tools required. Simply plug into your mouse or ADB port.
- Quality lifetime construction:
  High-impact plastic case.
  Extra traction, anti-static silicon rubber coated ball.
  Brass rollers with steel axles.
  Single microswitch mouse button with excellent tactile feedback.
- FCC type tested and approved.